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Introduction
We address your respective mandates concerning the intensifying level of violence against
Palestinians by colonial settlers illegally residing in the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt)
committed with institutionalized impunity. The appeal highlights alarming forms and levels of
colonial settler violence throughout Palestine in 2021, and intensified price tag attacks in
particular, since December 2021, which have intensified since the start of Ramadan this year.
The alarming escalation of settler violence practiced with full impunity have increased after the
killing of a colonial settler by allegedly two Palestinians on 16 December 2021, and recent attacks
by Palestinians inside the Green Line since 27 March 2022.
Colonial settlers have been increasing their attacks against Palestinians, often with the protection
of the Israeli Occupying Forces (IOF), including by ongoing colonization attempts; physically
attacking Palestinians including by killing and injuring them and attacking them in their homes
and properties; attacking Palestinian properties, including livestock, homes, agricultural lands,
cemeteries, and vehicles; obstructing their movement; and various acts of intimidations and
provocations. These violations continue to contribute to the deteriorating human rights situation
across Palestine and reinforce Israel’s apartheid regime on both sides of the Green Line and against
the Palestinian people as a whole.
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While increase of colonial settler attacks have been observed as acts of reprisals after the killing
on 16 December 2021, and recent attacks inside the Green Line since 27 March 2022, colonial
settler violence has been allowed to continue and escalate due mainly to the settlement enterprise
illegally initiated and expanded by the Israeli occupying authorities. Colonial settler violence is
also reinforced by Israel’s systematic failure to conduct effective investigations and prosecutions
of the offending colonial settlers, creating a climate of impunity, and resulting in further oppression
of the Palestinian people.
Violence against the Palestinian people has been also allowed to continue and escalate with the
international community’s failure to bring to end Israel’s systematic violations of international
law. As well noted by Professor Michael Lynk: ‘the problem is not ignorance or lack of
evidence…but the remarkable unwillingness of the international community to act upon its own
comprehensive rules-based framework for peace and self-determination by imposing
accountability on the offending party.’1 In this regard, this urgent appeal, urgently requests your
immediate intervention to protect the Palestinian people from systematic and ongoing colonial
settler attacks and violence, including by publicly condemning and addressing these attacks, and
urging Israel, the Occupying Power, to immediately halt the planning, and expansion of its
unlawful settlement enterprise, to take all necessary measures to ensure effective law enforcement
against colonial settlers perpetrators and launch investigation into incidents of colonial settler
violence.
State-Sponsored Colonial Settler Violence Across Palestine
With around 300 illegal settlements in the West Bank, including in occupied East Jerusalem, with
more than 680,000 colonial settlers,2 Palestinians have been left with dire impacts on their rights.
Israel’s settlement enterprise not only unlawfully appropriates Palestinian land and hinders the
freedom of movement of Palestinians, but also deepens territorial and demographic fragmentation
between Palestinian communities, undermining Palestinian territorial and social contiguity and
integrity, and denying the Palestinian people from exercising their inalienable right to selfdetermination, including permanent sovereignty over their natural resources.
While colonial settler attacks are an ongoing and systematic reality for Palestinians as part of the
coercive environment to induce Palestinian displacement, colonial settlers have been increasing
their attacks in the recent years, knowing they enjoy impunity from the Israeli occupying
authorities, who do not enforce the law with regards to their violence, and are institutionally
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unwilling to investigate and prosecute these attacks.3 Moreover, there has been an increased
documentation of incidents of colonial settlers attacks whereby the IOF not only stand passively
while Palestinians are attacked by colonial settlers, but also actively attack Palestinians during
these attacks.4
On the other hand, the institutionalized regime of racial domination and oppression over the
Palestinian people is evident in how Palestinians are subjected to a coercive environment whereby
they are at the threat of being displaced because of land confiscation policies, demolitions, forced
evictions, natural resources exploitation and pillage, alongside violence by colonial settlers which
the Israeli occupying authorities systematically fail to end.
The year 2021 witnessed alarming levels and trends of colonial settler violence against
Palestinians, this was especially witnessed during the violent campaign of repression carried out
by the IOF and Israeli police against the Palestinian people amidst the Unity Uprising,5 as colonial
settlers also intensified their organised violence against the Palestinian people.
During the Unity Uprising, alarming colonial setter attacks included a march which took place in
Jerusalem on 22 April 2021, whereas colonial settlers chanted ‘death to Arabs’, 6 while the IOF
injured 105 Palestinians according to the Palestinian Red Crescent.7 The Uprising that sparked in
Jerusalem extended later on both sides of the Green Line. Colonial settlers also extended their
violence inside the Green Line and organized attacks against Palestinian citizens of Israel. On 10
May 2021, Mousa Hassouna, a 32-year-old Palestinian citizen of Israel from al-Lydd was killed
by a colonial settler during a protest.8 Israeli police arrested four colonial settlers suspected of
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killing Mousa, all of whom were released on bail on 13 May 2021.9 During May, the IOF has
allowed colonial settlers coming from the West Bank entry inside the Green Line to target
Palestinian neighbourhoods and villages and provided support and protection as they attacked
Palestinian residents and destroyed Palestinian property.10
As the Unity Uprising continued with demonstrations and confrontations taking place across
Palestine, colonial settlers killed three Palestinians in one singe day on 14 May 2021 in three events
confronting Israeli settler assaults in the governorates of Hebron, Salfit, and Nablus. In Al-Rihiya
village, southern Hebron, colonial settlers killed Ismail Jamal al-Toubasi, 27, who joined other
youths to put out a fire, which settlers had set to Palestinian fields. As Israeli settlers opened fire,
Al-Toubasi sustained a bullet wound in the back of the head. Though hampered by colonial settlers,
Palestinian paramedics and youths managed to free and transport him to hospital where he was
pronounced dead.11
On the same day, in the presence of IOF, colonial settlers killed Husam Wael Asayrah, 19, in the
Asira al-Qibliya village, Nablus. Together with other youths, Husam went out to confront colonial
settlers who attacked Palestinian homes. Confrontations took place between Palestinian youths on
one hand, and colonial settlers and IOF on the other. Meantime, a settler opened fire and injured
two Palestinian young men. Asayrah died after sustaining a live bullet wound in the chest.12
Also on 14 May, Awad Ahmad Harb, 27, was killed by colonial settlers who attacked Iskaka
village, in Salfit. Palestinian youths were out to prevent colonial settler attacks on the village.
During confrontations with colonial settlers and IOF, IOF fired tear gas canisters and opened fire.
According to eyewitnesses, a colonial settler took a sniper position and opened fire on Harb, while
he was seeking protection. The IOF obstructed a Palestinian ambulance, delaying access to Awad
for 20 minutes.13
Another alarming showcase of colonial settlers’ impunity is the establishment of the Evyatar
colonial outpost on Jabal Sbeih (Sbeih Mountain), southeast of occupied Nablus, on 3 May 2021.
In an abnormal speed and within less than one month, colonial settlers took advantage of the
violent repression by the IOF against Palestinians amidst the Unity Uprising and established the
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Evyatar colonial outpost, seizing 35 dunams of private Palestinian land.14 Instead of dismantling
the colonial outpost, the Israeli occupying authorities, facilitated the construction of Evyatar
colonial outpost, by firstly allowing its construction, connecting it to water and electricity
infrastructure, conducting an agreement with illegal settlers with the intention of legalizing the
colonial outpost,15 and instituting a violent campaign of repression and collective punishment
against Palestinians who protested the colonial outpost.16 Palestinians have always resisted
settlement expansion, knowing that among the multi-layered violations they would endure, they
would also be subjected to violence and attacks by colonial settlers. Outlining the reason for the
popular resistance at Jabal Sbeih, Saed Hamayel, who lost his 16-year-old son, Mohammed, in the
protests, said:
‘If we don’t continue our popular resistance, we would see settlers not only on 35 dunams
but expanding to 800 dunams, as they were aiming. We would be turned into Bantustans and
the apartheid would be more entrenched. All settlements started with a caravan. Ariel, which
is one of the biggest settlements, started with one caravan. We see neighbouring villages
who suffer from frequent settler attacks. In Beita, we are losing our beloved ones, to Israeli
bullets, to Israeli bars. We want to pay our bill once, we don’t to pay it in instalments.’17
The year 2021 also witnessed the attack on Khirbet Al-Mufaqarah in the South Hebron Hills in
October 2021, whereby dozens of colonial settlers attacked the community injuring dozens of
Palestinians, including a 4-year-old boy in the head, stabbing livestock, and destroying Palestinian
property. The IOF, who were present, did nothing to deter the attack, and fired teargas and stun
grenades at Palestinians instead.18
Since the beginning of 2022, trends of ongoing colonial settler violence included ongoing
colonization attempts with the intention to approportionate further land for expanding illegal
settlements including by setting up caravans and/or tents and water tanks, erecting barbed wire
fences on Palestinian land, and levelling agricultural lands. Colonial settlers, including armed ones,
continue to physically attack and injure Palestinians, including by throwing stones, beating them
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with their hands, sticks, batons, and pistols, using pepper spray, and running over Palestinians with
their vehicles.19
Moreover, colonial settlers, including armed ones, continue to attack Palestinian properties,
including livestock, homes, agricultural lands, and vehicles by running over and injuring livestock
with their vehicles and trying to steal livestock; vandalizing agricultural lands, including by
cutting, uprooting and/or burning olive trees, steeling plants, and destroying agriculture related
infrastructure and equipment; throwing stones at Palestinian vehicles, and torching them; as well
as spray painting hate and racist speech on Palestinian properties.20 Other trends of colonial settler
violence since 2022 include raiding agricultural lands, towns and villages, and attacking
Palestinian homes with the protection of the IOF who accompany colonial settlers and fire tear gas
canisters at Palestinian to provide protection for the colonial settlers assaulting Palestinians, as
well as obstructing the movement of Palestinians by closing main roads and villages’ entrances
with the protection of the IOF.21
Armed attacks by colonial settlers have also been documented by Al-Haq since the beginning of
the year, resulting in the injury of Palestinians. On 25 February 2022, at around 4:30 pm, two
brothers, Mohammad and Jawad Abu Khadija, both 33, were shot by a colonial settler near the
town of Hizma, east of occupied Jerusalem, as they were driving their car, Jawad’s son, Jude, fiveyear old, in the backseat. As they collided a car in front of them while driving at low speed, and
dismounted to check what happened, the driver of the car, a colonial settler, cursed the brothers
with racist words. He refused to exchange insurance information and instead took his gun and shot
Mohammadin the lower abdomen and Jawad in the right thigh. Mohammad’s injury led to a
fracture in the pelvis area, whereby he is not capable to move or work for one month, and Jawad’s
injury obstructed his ability to walk on his right leg and work, as he requires care from a
neurologist. Jawad reported that his five-year old son, Jude was in a state of shock and trauma, as
he lost the ability to talk for four hours, and peed himself after the attack.22
Intensified Price Tag Attacks in the West Bank since December 2021
Settler attacks often intensify their acts of violence and/or vandalism against Palestinians in
retaliation to perceived threats and violence against them and their interests.23 Ever since the killing
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of colonial settler Yehuda Dimentman by allegedly two Palestinians on 16 December 2021,24
attacks against Palestinians and their properties, especially in Nablus Governorate, have spiked.
While this increase has been observed after this incident, which reflects the colonial settlers’ price
tag policy, Al-Haq believes that the continuation and increase of colonial settler violence is mainly
attributed to the settlement enterprise initiated and expanded by the Israeli occupying authorities.
Colonial settler violence is a product of the settlement enterprise and it is being reinforced by
Israel’s systematic failure to conduct effective investigations and prosecutions of offending
colonial settlers, creating a climate of impunity.
Dimentman, was killed as he left Homesh settlement,25 which has been evacuated since 2005.26
Homesh settlement was established on a confiscated 1,014 dunums from Burqa village, northwest
of Nablus.27 Colonial settlers have repeatedly called for and attempted to resettle Homesh, since
its evacuation in 2005.28 Since 2013, the settlement has been used by the Israeli occupying
authorities for military training, despite a ruling by the Israeli Supreme Court stating that the land
should be returned to its Palestinian owners.29
Since the killing of Dimentman, colonial settlers organised themselves and intensified attacks
against Palestinians, specifically in Burqa village. Outlying the severity of colonial settler violence
following this incident, Arafat Mohammad Ibrahim Salah, 56, who was subjected to an attack by
colonial settlers, alongside his family in their house in Burqa village, Nablus, on 23 December
2021, said in his affidavit to Al-Haq:
‘Settlers always attacks us and our properties, but this is first time that settlers have dared
to reach a residential area in the middle of the village [Burqa], and attack our home and
other residents’ homes.’30
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On the same evening, of the killing of Dimentman, on 16 December 2021, colonial settlers
blocked parts of Nablus-Ramallah Road, and attacked passing Palestinian vehicles. Asem
Shawkat Khudair, 31, resident of Ramallah, was attacked by a group of colonial settlers while
driving from Ramallah to Nablus. In his testimony to Al-Haq, he recalled the following:
‘On 16 December 2021, as I was driving back home to Ramallah from Nablus, on Yitzhar
Road, south of Nablus, I witnessed road closures and Israeli settlers on alert. Before I
reached Yitzhar roundabout, I saw around 20 Israeli settlers, most of whom had masks on
their faces. They were carrying stones and wooden sticks in their hands. They were about 6
meters away from my private car. As soon as I saw them, they started throwing stones at the
left side of the vehicle and shouting in Hebrew, which I don’t understand. Their stones broke
the left rear door glass. Then, they surrounded my car. I panicked and I saw death
approaching me. I continued driving and moved past the settlers. I was then surprised by a
roadblock of light reflectors and stones in the middle of the street to prevent vehicles from
reaching the roundabout. Near the Yitzhar roundabout, there were another ten settlers who
were throwing stones at my vehicle and some Palestinian vehicles. As soon as I passed over
the roadblock that the settlers sat up, I felt that the vehicle was about to overturn due to my
speed and the height of the stones that they had placed in the middle of the road. Then, I saw
a settler in his forties. He approached the vehicle from the left side until he was about one
meter away. He was carrying a large stone in both hands, and hit it on the windshield. Glass
shattered inside the vehicle and hit my chest, face and body. I continued driving quickly past
the roundabout and headed towards Huwwara village. My cars’ windshield is entirely
smashed, the left rear window glass is broken, and the front struts are destroyed. Repairing
the damages will cost me 3000 Israeli shekels. After this incident, I went to a physiotherapist
to treat me, as I was unable to walk after the attack.’31
On the same night, Abed AlMenem Abd Al-Aziz, 52, was also attacked by a group of colonial
settlers while driving with his wife and three children from Asira Al-Qabaliya to their house in
Beita, Nablus. In his affidavit to Al-Haq, Abed stated:
‘On 16 December 2021, at about 8:30 pm, I was returning towards my town, Beita, with my
wife and three children. I was driving on Yitzhar Road, south of Nablus, when I was
surprised by a car carrying the Israeli yellow plate, blocking my way. I managed to pass by
it. Moments later, I saw around 30 Israeli settlers, carrying stones and sticks in their hands,
accompanied by around five fully armed Israeli soldiers. The settlers started throwing stones
at the vehicles. Their stones hit the structure of the car, the windshield, and the left rear
window. I continued driving fast, then I began to slow down after a distance of about 100
meters because I saw the closure of the road with large stones and light reflectors. I came
to a complete stop after I passed the settlers. Then, four Israeli occupying soldiers stopped
me. I asked one of the soldiers, why did he allow the settlers to attack us, but the soldier
31
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asked me to leave. The occupation soldiers did nothing to these settlers who attacked us.
After I inspected the car, I saw many damages and found the left mirror completely broken.
My children and wife were afraid and could not sleep easily that night.’32
The next day, on 17 December 2021, hundreds of colonial settlers held a memorial service at
Homesh settlement, and some called for reinstatement of the settlement.33 On the same day,
tens of colonial settlers raided Burqa village, north of Nablus, and indiscriminately opened fire
on the residents, as well as torched Palestinian homes and properties.34 On the same day, a
group of colonial settlers raided Qaryout village, southeast of Nablus, at dawn and attacked
Palestinians, leaving many with wounds and fractures, and damaging their homes.35 Wael
Mohammad Ahmad Muqbel, 62, and his wife, Samiha Hussein Abdel Aziz Moqbel, 53, were
attacked, while they were sleeping in their house in, Qaryout village. In his affidavit to Al-Haq,
Wael recounted the following:
‘On 17 December 2021, at approximately 3:30 am, my wife, Samiha, woke me up and told
me someone is knocking on our door. I immediately headed to open the door and found the
glass window of the main door broken. I looked out the broken window and saw two people,
one in military clothes and the other in civilian clothes. The person wearing military clothes
was hitting the person wearing the civilian clothes, so I thought that the one who was being
hit was my son Ahmad. Someone from behind the door told me they are from the army.
Immediately, I opened the door, when the person in military uniform sprayed pepper gas in
my face. They then dragged me by the neck outside. I lost consciousness after that. When I
woke up, I was wet, as it was raining outside. The Palestinian ambulance crews were over
my head and a number of Palestinians from the village. I was transferred to Rafidia
Governmental Hospital in Nablus, where I was diagnosed with fractures in my ribs from the
left side and bruises in my ribs from the right side, various bruises in my head and face,
swelling in the right eye and nose, a wound in the left ear and a fracture in the left jaw.’36
Outlying the damages to their home and cars, Samiha outlined:
‘After my husband opened the door, I stood in the hall, about 5 meters away from the main
door. I saw people pulling him out by the neck outside the house. About ten people in civilian
clothes entered the house and immediately began to break the furniture and contents of the
32
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kitchen. I started screaming and asking them what they are doing and who they are. They
did not respond and proceeded with breaking the contents of the kitchen. They, then spread
around the house and one of them told me that they are Israeli settlers and sprayed pepper
gas in my face. My face was burning, and I started screaming. I then entered my bedroom
and locked myself. Meanwhile, the settlers continued their attack by smashing and breaking
the contents of the house. While I was in my bedroom, a stone was thrown from outside and
entered through the window. After about 20 minutes, a group of neighbors, paramedics and
an ambulance of the Palestinian Red Crescent Society arrived. My husband’s private car
and his two agricultural tractors, which were parked in front of the house, were also
damaged. The car’s windows were broken, and its tires were damaged. The tires of the
agricultural tractors were also damaged and one of the tractors’ structures was
destroyed.’37
Colonial settler attacks continued across the West Bank. On 19 December 2021, colonial settlers
blocked a section of Nablus-Jenin Road, denied access to Palestinian vehicles, and attacked
Palestinians by throwing stones at their cars. Jamal Hasan Al-Rmeilat, 55, who works as a truck
driver and resides in Jenin, was attacked while he was driving his truck from Nablus to Jenin.
Jamal recounted the following:
‘At about 4:30 pm on 19 December 2021, I was driving my truck from Nablus to Jenin and
I was transporting a load of tiles. When I reached Bazariya junction near Silat al-Dahr
village [southwest of Jenin], and near the evacuated Homesh settlement, I was surprised to
see four Israeli settlers. One of them stood in front of the truck in the middle of the street and
he was carrying a medium-sized stone. Israeli settlers are present from time to time in the
vicinity of Homesh settlement and on Jenin – Nablus Road. The settlers shouted at me to
stop. When I stopped, one of the settlers immediately threw a stone on the windshield of the
truck, which shattered the glass. Then, I was surprised by another settler who opened the
passenger’s door. The settler had a pistol and pointed it at me and was preparing to shoot
me. I felt that my life was at risk. As a reaction, I drove the truck a little forward, which
prevented the settler from shooting at me. Later, I was surprised by another settler, who
started throwing several stones at me. The first stone shattered the left front door glass, and
then I was hit in the head by another stone from the same settler from a short distance. I felt
severe pain and blood started to bleed from my head. Despite all that, I continued driving
for about 250 meters, trying to get away from the place, until I reached a military checkpoint.
I activated the warning lights in the truck to warn the soldiers. I headed towards the right
side of the street, where there were some rocks, as I was no longer able to control it and
began to feel unconscious. I completely lost consciousness, and when I woke up, I found
myself in Jenin Government Hospital. I suffer from injuries in the head and bruises in some
37
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parts of my body. I still can't move and I suffer from pain. I also found out that my truck had
its windshield and the left front door glass smashed, in addition to several damage in the
structure of the truck.’ 38
Price tag attacks continued, while colonial settlers tried to pressure the Israeli government to
authorise and expand Homesh settlement.39 On 23 December 2021, some 10,000 colonial settlers
marched near Homesh, protesting plans to dismantle a yeshiva there.40 Meanwhile, the IOF closed
Burqa entrances to allow colonial settlers to access Homesh,41 and deployed tear gas and rubbercoated bullets against Palestinians.42
On the same night, 23 December 2021, colonial settlers raided Burqa village, attacked Palestinian
houses by throwing stones, assaulting residents, and smashing tombstones.43 A three-storey house,
on the north-eastern side of Burqa, where a Palestinian family of two households resides, was
attacked by a group of colonial settlers. Arafat Mohammad Ibrahim Salah, 56, one of the six
members of the family recounted the attack:
‘On 23 December 2021, at about 6:20 pm, we were all in the first floor in the guest house
accompanied by some of our relatives. I heard glass smashing. Then, I heard people
screaming in Hebrew. I recognized that the perpetrators of the attack were Israeli settlers,
who came in a march towards the evacuated Homesh settlement, which is located 500 meters
to the north side of the village. I hurried towards the entrance of the house and called for
help from neighbours. Immediately, I went up to my son’s apartment in the third floor, and
found their bedroom’s window broken from the settlers’ stones. My son’s wife, who is
pregnant, was scared. I tried to look from the door of the balcony to see the settlers, as they
were throwing stones heavily, constantly, and violently. I saw about 150 settlers, in civilian
clothes. They were standing on a high hill, about 10 meters to the north side of our house.
My family and I started shouting at them to stop throwing stones, but they did not respond.
Three armed settlers were accompanying the group of settlers, and were about 50 meters
away from the attacking settlers. The settlers continued throwing stones at our house for
38
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about 5 minutes, when residents of our village, Burqa, arrived to confront the attack. The
settlers withdrew in the direction of Homesh settlement. After inspecting the house, we found
that the settlers had broken my son’s bedroom window on the third floor, and my bedroom’s
window on the second floor. They have caused holes in our plastic water tank, which led to
the flow of all the water stored inside. We also found that the settlers had attacked the family
cemetery, as they had broken 20 tombstones.’44
Earlier that day, confrontations erupted between the IOF and Palestinians at the western entrance
of Burqa, whereas the IOF raided Palestinian homes and took them as military stations. Iman Fayez
Mohammad Hajja, 53, testified on the raid by the IOF on her home at the western entrance of
Burqa. The family, consisting of 10 members, was held hostage at their home and their home was
used as a military station for three consecutive nights. In her affidavit, Iman said:
‘I live with my family. We are 10 members, three of whom are children. We live in a threestorey house, at the western entrance of Burqa. At about 10 am on Thursday 23 December
2021, we heard violent knocking on our main door. I went to open the door, when I was
surprised by dozens of fully armed Israeli occupying soldiers, in their military uniform. They
were pointing their guns at me, and asked me to go inside the house. They immediately raided
the house and went to the third floor, where my son, Fadi, 32, his wife, Ruba, 24, and their
daughter Dania, 10 months old, live. All my family members gathered in the first floor and
the IOF took the third floor and the roof as their military station. They were behaving in a
brutal manner, shouting and violently opening the doors of the houses. After the soldiers
raided our house, our neighbour’s house, Sabeih Saif, was also raided and taken as a
military station. Confrontations were taking place between the residents and the Israeli
occupying soldiers who raided the village in hundreds, accompanied by dozens of military
patrols and an Israeli military bulldozer. The bulldozer closed the main road of the village
with dirt and rock mounds. I could hear the sounds of live bullets, rubber-coated bullets,
tear gas canisters being fired by the IOF from the roof of our house towards the main street,
where the confrontations took place. We felt frightened with the IOF present in our home
and we were concerned for our lives. I was watching the IOF movement in the building
through a window overlooking the staircase. My family was detained on the first floor and
soldiers prevented us from leaving. I even wanted to go to the third floor to bring diapers
for my son’s child, but they refused. My son, Fadi, was outside the house at the moment of
the raid and was unable to come back to the house until the next day. I consider that the IOF
held us hostage inside the house. The raid continued until 2:00 am on Friday, 24 December
2021. After they withdrew, we inspected the damage, and found that they had moved plastic
chairs, and furniture from my son Fadi's house on the third floor to the roof. I also saw empty
bullets on the ground and tear gas canisters on the roof. At about 10:00 am, on 24 December
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2021, the IOF returned and raided the house again. They stationed at the third floor and the
roof and stayed until 1:00 am on 25 December 2021. During that time, we felt suffocated as
a result of inhaling tear gas fired by the IOF from the rooftop of our house, which reached
inside the house. On 26 December 2021, at approximately 1:00 pm, the IOF raided our
house again and stationed at the third floor and the roof. They prevented us from moving
again until they withdrew at 2:00 am on Monday 27 December 2021. This was the worst
night we lived in the house, as they were firing live bullets and tear gas canisters heavily
and violently. After the last raid, we found holes in the windows in the second and third floor.
During the raids, we did not have the freedom to move or leave our house or receive anyone
and we couldn’t buy our necessities. The children in the house were terrified. I felt that our
house turned into a military station.’45
Since 27 March 2022, Palestinians have been subjected to intensified colonial settler attacks in
acts of vengeance, after a series of attacks by Palestinians inside the Green Line. The overall
situation since the aforementioned date, have also included intensified violence by the IOF, who
launched several attacks on Jenin refugee camp, increased their resort to excessive use of force
and shoot to kill policy, heightened their conduction of arbitrary arrests, closed Al Jalma and
Barta’a checkpoints, and intensified military troop numbers deployed in the West Bank. The
attacks on the Jenin Refugee Camp amount to the continued use of collective punishment by
Israel’s apartheid regime against Palestinians.46 Such violence by IOF has been accompanied by
statements made by Israeli officials, inciting further violence against Palestinians, including Prime
Minister Naftali Bennett’s call on 30 March 2022 for ‘citizens of Israel’ to hold arms47 further
reinforcing colonial settlers to continue their attacks against Palestinians.
Most of the prominent trends by colonial settlers since the last two weeks has been closing main
roads and attacking Palestinians in their vehicles, including by throwing stones, spreading a
widespread sense of unsafety for Palestinians to move between cities and towns, and obstructing
their right to freedom of movement, and their right to access health, education, and work. For
example, on 27 March 2022, at around 11:45 pm, a group of colonial settlers attacked and
destroyed dozen Palestinian vehicles passing through Nablus-Ramallah Street, near Huwwara
town, south of Nablus, and on 29 March 2022, at approximately 10:30 pm, colonial settlers
attacked Palestinian cars at intersections between towns and villages in Nablus, smashing the
windows of a number of them and damaging car bodies.48
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Other trends also include attacking Palestinians in their homes, by throwing stones at homes’
windows, destroying vehicles and torching them, and spray-painting racist speech at Palestinian
homes’ fences and doors. On 27 March 2022, at around 11:30 pm, colonial settlers attacked the
home of Samir Mahmoud Masoud Odeh, 60, in Huwwara town by throwing stones and smashing
the windows of their home and their private Mazda vehicle. As soon as family members left the
home to see what happened, a group of colonial settlers withdrew in the direction of Nablus Ramallah Street. Samir and his two sons, Ahmad, 18, and Abdullah, 23, headed to the
aforementioned road, whereby dozens of colonial settlers were throwing stones at passing
Palestinian vehicles. Then, a group of IOF arrived, and the family confronted the IOF verbally.
One soldier then physically beat Samir with a rifle end on his head. Samir lost consciousness
directly and was transferred to Rafidia hospital in Nablus city, as he had a two-cm wound in his
head stitched.49
At dawn on 28 March 2022, colonial settlers attacked Palestinians’ properties in the town of
Turmusaya, north of Ramallah, by damaging the tires of around 16 Palestinians’ vehicles, and
writing provocative racist slogans on walls in the area calling for revenge against Palestinians and
threatening them of reprisals against Palestinians attacks inside the Green Line.50
Colonial settler attacks are a direct result of the illegal transfer of Israeli civilians into occupied
territory perpetrated by Israel, the Occupying Power.51 Israel, as Occupying Power, is obliged to
“ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety” in the occupied Palestinian territory.52 Israel is
also obliged to ensure the wellbeing and safety of the protected population, including by private
actors.53 This is in addition to its obligation to ensure that the protected persons are treated
humanely and “protected especially against all acts of violence or threats thereof and against
insults.”54 The scale and frequency of colonial settler violence has created a coercive environment
in which the Palestinian people are forced to live in, and which may result in their forcible transfer,
by the Israeli occupying authorities who have failed to provide an adequate response.55
In addition, under international human rights law, colonial settler attacks infringe upon
Palestinians’ rights, including freedom of movement and residence, freedom from interference
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with home and family life, as well as the rights to health, education, work and an adequate
standard of living.56 As indicated in the cases above, the IOF not only stand as bystanders while
Palestinians are under attack by colonial settlers, they have gone further to shield and support
colonial settlers who carry out violent attacks with impunity, perpetuating an environment in
which these attacks thrive.
Colonial settler violence is a direct result of Israel’s failure to take the necessary measures to
prevent colonial settler violence. The systematic lack of any law enforcement by the Israeli
police forces on criminal acts perpetrated by colonial settlers against Palestinians reveals an
institutional unwillingness to hold colonial settlers to account. This constitutes a further
violation of international law by the Israeli occupying authorities in so far as they deny to
Palestinians an effective legal remedy for such attacks.57 This systematic lack of law
enforcement against colonial settlers, coupled with institutional unwillingness to investigate
and prosecute colonial settlers, encourage colonial settlers to repeat their violence knowing that
they enjoy impunity for crimes against Palestinians and benefit from the protection of Israeli
domestic laws, in violation of international law. 58
Recommendations:
The following appeal highlights increasing violence against Palestinians committed by colonial
settlers since 2021 including specific price tag attacks in the recent period. We request the
immediate intervention of your respected mandates to protect the Palestinian people from
systematic and ongoing violence and attacks by IOF and colonial settlers, which are conducted
with institutionalised impunity, and, in particular to:
I.

II.

III.

Demand Israel, the Occupying Power, to immediately halt the planning, construction and
expansion of its unlawful settlement enterprise and progressively undertake measures to
dismantle all existing settlements and their infrastructure and withdraw colonial settlers
from the oPt;
Call on Israel to guarantee the protection of the Palestinian civilian population in the oPt
by taking all necessary measures to ensure effective law enforcement against colonial
settler perpetrators and investigation into incidents of colonial settler violence;
Call on Israel to afford all victims of colonial settler violence access to justice and effective
remedies, including by ensuring the investigation of incidents, the prosecution of potential
perpetrators, and reparations for its wrongful inaction;
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IV.

V.

VI.

Call on Israel to cease all policies and practices that form part of its apartheid regime
against the Palestinian people, particularly with regards to law enforcement and access to
justice;
Call on Third States to take immediate actions and measures against Israel’s settlement
enterprise, including by instituting a ban on settlement imports, supporting and endorsing
available mechanisms to counter the expansion of Israel’s unlawful settlement enterprise,
including the UN Database of all business enterprises involved in or with settlements, and
undertaking necessary measures that guarantee Israel’s genuine law enforcement and
investigation into incidents of colonial settler violence;
Call on the International Criminal Court and the prosecutor to push forward with their
investigation into the Situation in Palestine, so that justice and accountability can be given
for the victims of Israel’s war crimes and crimes against humanity.
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